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Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price: 
Variant price modifier: 

Base price with tax: 

Price with discount: 

Salesprice with discount: 

Sales price: 

Sales price without tax: 

Discount: 

Tax amount: 

Ask a question about this product  

 

Description 

Oechsle, once a three-member family company, has today developed into a modern corporation with more than 100 employees.

The programme range of products includes promotional frames with a wide variety of accessories, promotional racks and price racks made of
plastic, aluminium or wood. At the same time it also includes partition walls for shelves, systems for filling shelves and assembly systems for the
whole trade equipment and decoration.

The development and implementation of a specific solution tailored to the needs of each individual client represent their fundamental excellence
and main concern. For this reason their activity is oriented towards service specifics, technical functionality and visual design that they make out
in cooperation with their clients - tailored to the clients' needs.

The list of their clients includes the majority of large national traders as well as renowned trade chains, trade associations, supermarkets,
beverage manufacturers and designers of retail stores.

Their products, marked by "made in Leipheim", are held in high esteem also at the international market, across many borders, as they and their
numerous experts and faithful business partners are present in more than 40 countries around the world.

In 2004 with the merger with the company "werba display prints", they were united with esteemed expert and accomplished partner from the
area of promotional material and digital printing. This allowed them to upgrade their offer of products with numerous important and interesting
visual products for the widest use in sales propagation and advertising within the point-of-sale (POS).
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Reviews

There are yet no reviews for this product. 
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